Andrew Livermore, MD | Orthopaedic Surgery
Dayton Opel, MD | Orthopaedic Surgery – Hand and Upper Extremity

WELCOMING NEW PATIENTS
SSM Health Dean Medical Group
1626 Tuttle Street
First Floor
Baraboo, WI 53913

For more information or to schedule an appointment, please call 608-355-6868.

“My first priority is to understand what each patient’s primary concern is. Every patient has different goals for their visit, and my objective is first to understand their goals, and then to help them to achieve those goals.”
– Andrew Livermore, MD

“The guiding principle that I trained and practice with is that every patient deserves world-class care. Together, we will understand fully what is responsible for your symptoms and then devise a plan to treat those problems.”
– Dayton Opel, MD

Stay connected with MyChart
Schedule appointments and get test results with MyChart. Available 24/7 online or as an app.

SSM Health
Dean Medical Group

Featuring Fellowship-Trained Providers

ssmhealth.com/OrthoBaraboo